Solve the word problems below. Show your work in the space to the right.

1. Katie and her brother Mark went to buy a Christmas present for their mother. Katie had $8.53, and Mark had $9.45. How much money did they have in all?
   
   answer: ______________

2. Josh put 106 lights on his Christmas tree. His friend Victor accidentally broke 24 of the lights. How many lights were not broken?
   
   answer: ______________

3. Maria had 53 Santa stickers. She gave Candace 38 of her stickers. How many stickers does Maria have left?
   
   answer: ______________

4. Gabrielle, Robert, and Tyler each bake 36 Christmas cookies. How many Christmas cookies do they bake in all?
   
   answer: ______________

5. Joel, Carter, and Diana each have a dozen candy canes. How many candy canes do they have altogether?
   
   answer: ______________
Christmas Word Problems

Solve the word problems below.  
Show your work in the space to the right.

1. Katie and her brother Mark went to buy a Christmas present for their mother. Katie had $8.53, and Mark had $9.45. How much money did they have in all?

   answer: $17.98

2. Josh put 106 lights on his Christmas tree. His friend Victor accidentally broke 24 of the lights. How many lights were not broken?

   answer: 82 lights

3. Maria had 53 Santa stickers. She gave Candace 38 of her stickers. How many stickers does Maria have left?

   answer: 15 stickers

4. Gabrielle, Robert, and Tyler each bake 36 Christmas cookies. How many Christmas cookies do they bake in all?

   answer: 108 cookies

5. Joel, Carter, and Diana each have a dozen candy canes. How many candy canes do they have altogether?

   answer: 36 candy canes